WATERWAYS IN EUROPE : OPPORTUNITY OR DANGER?

COMENIUS EVALUATION -QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS
(A.PAKSOY HIGH SCHOOL, ADANA-TURKEY)
WORK IN GROUPS

A.Please answer these questions truthfully

1. Which things did you like the most during this Comenius week?

2. Which things didn’t you like during this Comenius Project?

B.Please tick the answer that is appropriate to you

3-Is it easy to write a document in English?
□ Quite easy

□ Easy

□ Not easy

□ Relatively easy

4- Is it easy to understand a document in English?
□ Quite easy

□ Easy

□ Not easy

□ Relatively easy

5. Is it easy to write a message in English?
□ Quite easy

□ Easy

□ Not easy

6. Is it easy to understand a message in English?

□ Relatively easy

□ Quite easy

□ Easy

□ Not easy

□ Relatively easy

7-This Comenius Project has raised my awareness
□ of working with people from other countries
□ of the different demands of international projects
□ of the variety of ways of sharing information

8. Have you ever collaborated with your classmates in a common project? If yes, how often?

9. Have you ever collaborated with students in other schools in a common project?
If yes, how often?

10.What do you expect from this project?

11-Has this Comenius Project met your expectations?

12. Do you have any suggestions for improving the project?

13. Would you like to make any further comments?

Thank you for your work
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CONCLUSIONS:
1-The pupils liked the following activities for different reasons during the Comenius week in
Turkey:


















Sightseeing
Meeting new people
The climate
The Turkish dance
The landscape around Çatalan Lake
The Turkish food
The Turkish People
The city tour
Free time
The shopping centre
The evenings with families and friends
The evening when they came together for a birthday
Learning how to behave in a new situation
Getting new experiences
Relationship with other cultures
Seeing the old friends again
The buildings

2-The pupils didn’t like the following activities for different reasons during the Comenius
week in Turkey:









Walking
Preparing the presentations (sitting inside on a sunny day)
The rainy day on the first day
The long bus tour
Problems in communications
Communication problems with the host families (some of them don’t know English)
The food
Nothing

3-Two groups found ‘very easy’ to write a document in English whereas three groups found
it ‘easy’. Only one group thought it was ‘not easy’.
4-Three groups found ‘very easy or easy’ to understand a document in English whereas three
groups found it ‘ not easy’.
5- Five groups found ‘very easy or easy’ to write a message in English whereas one group
found it ‘ relatively easy’
6- All the groups found ‘very easy or easy’ to understand a message in English.

7-Four groups think that this Comenius Project has raised their awareness of working with
people from other countries. The other two groups think that it has raised their awareness of
both the variety of ways and sharing information.
8-Three groups have collaborated with their classmates in a common project at least once
whereas the other three groups have never done this.
9-Two of the groups say ‘Yes’.
10-The pupils expected different things from this Project:
 Improving their English skills
 Learning to communicate with the people from other countries
 Meeting new people

11-One group wasnn’t satisfied by this Comenius week. The other groups were pleased with
the week. They think that it was very good because they had the opportunity to learn
something new and interesting.

12-The pupils’ suggestions for improving the Project:
 The Comenius week should include the weekend
 The communication with some students should be better
 More free time

